


"Added Some Color"

CAT RUSSELL

"Added Some Color" is a look at color and it's
increased vibrancy when surrounded by its

absence. I simply ask, would this piece be as
colorful if it was fully in color or is it colorful
becuase or how directed that color appears?

@Cat_Russell



ERIN MCGEAN

No beginning. No end. Just an infinite
spectrum of possibilities.

@lifewithart_

"Fully Completely"



FRANK MOTH

""Superteen" is an attempt to record, in the form
of image collaging and compositing, our need to
go back to the past. It's a retro pop artwork with
hints of surrealism, filled with textures, patterns

and florals in intense colors.

@frank_moth

"Superteen"



Jonsie27

This collage combines both traditional and
digital techniques based on found printed
materials from posters and advertisements

with an added sporting theme. 
 

The work is a bright, bold, and colorful
graphic abstract and uses flag motifs,
typography, and dynamic movement to

reflect the color and excitement of sports.

@john_morseworks

"das SPORT"



LINDSAY KOKOSKA

Gaia is the ultimate goddess of raw, maternal
power - she is said to be the mother of all life

on Earth as well as the source of its vitality and
beauty. Gaia is the name given to the planet

Earth by early Greek philosophers and scientists.
It comes from the Greek word ge, meaning

“earth,” and Gaia is often translated as “Mother
Earth.’and mystical connections she encounters.

Her art creates a channel to these energies,
where dreams become reality.

@infinitemantra

"Gaia''



MENDEZMENDEZ

REPLACE WITH MENDEZ DESCRIPTION of
my favorite things to do is stare at the sky and
daydream. I love seeing the moon, clouds, and

stars, But sometimes these elements can be
blocked or hard to see when there are too many.

 
Inspired by the Pixar short film La Luna (2011). I

started to think that what if- there is a secret
job up there that they hire people to clean the
clouds or maintain in the sky to make sure it's

"clean" so we can see it better?

@mendezmendezart

"The Colorist"



MICHELLE THOMPSON

Analog and digital processes 4000 × 5221

@mich_tom

"Everything but the Girl"



POST WOOK

Sometimes things come together in the final
hour. Subtle nuances can pop more than

brilliant contrast. Experimentation can lead to
wonderful things.

@POSTWOOK

"Random Desert, 2022"



REBECCA ROSE

Damn, it was a good day.
This collage is the 3rd piece in the DeepCuts

series; 3D collages with depth inspired by
songs, like Ice Cube's "It Was A Good Day".

 
 So light one up, fire up the hoopty, and pound
that booty. Sway to those vibes. Enjoy the day.

@rebeccarosenft

"Shake 'em Up"



TEDSLITTLEDREAM

One of my favorite things to do is stare at the
sky and daydream. I love seeing the moon,

clouds, and stars, But sometimes these elements
can be blocked or hard to see when there are

too many clouds.
 

Inspired by the Pixar short film La Luna (2011). I
started to think that what if- there is a secret
job up there that they hire people to clean the
clouds or maintain in the sky to make sure it's

"clean" so we can see it better?

@TedsLittleDream

"Sky Maintenance"




